SOCIAL SCIENCE

Scoring Key (FA I)

MCQ: (1 X 8)

1. C
2. A
3. B
4. B
5. C
6. A
7. A
8. C

9. It is based on the idea of equality
   Every adult in our country has the right to vote
   Each of them has one vote

10. Manuscripts are in dilapidated condition
    Their copies have distorted
    Some are written in other scripts

11. Jatis framed their own rules and regulation
    Enforced by an assembly of elders
    Villages were governed by a chieftain

12. The three types of rock are
    Igneous rocks _________ Basalt
    Sedimentary rocks _________ Lime Stone
    Metamorphic rocks _________ Granite
13. Explain the diagram

14. They used different types of sources

   The period depends on their study and the nature of investigation

   They rely on coins inscription architecture and textual records

15. The programmers introduced in all Govt. schools to provide children cooked lunch

   Positive effects
   a. More poor children began enrolling
   b. Their attendance improved
   c. Reduced caste prejudices, both the lower and upper caste children ate together

16. Human being interact with the environment and modify it

   Humans adapted themselves to the natural surroundings

   They learnt new ways to use and change environment

   Information made communication easy